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Exerpts from Chairs in the Time Machine (unpublished) 
by Barry McKinnon 
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When George Stanley, Stan Persky and Robin Blaser moved from San Francisco to 
Vancouver, they were immediatley recognized as important figures coming out of the San 
Francisco Renaissance inspired by Jack Spicer, and his notions of dictating martians and 
radio-spooks as poetry sources - and his notion that the serial poem was a more open 
possibility for spontaneous composition. In those UBC days I’d often see Stan on campus. He 
was studying Anthropology and sociology, but was also heavily involved as a student activist 
in campus politics and politics on all levels, writing poetry, essays, and articles for the Georgia 
Straight, and later the Georgia Grape.  He also edited The Georgia Straight Writing Supplement (8 
½ x 11 mimeod format) that featured Vancouver writers Gerry Gilbert, Scott Lawrence, 
Daphne Marlatt, Brian Fawcett, Frank Davey, Judy Copithorne, Chuck Carlson and others 
– and he edited the last issues of Tish before moving north to Northwest college in Terrace 
where he taught for many years before moving back to Vancouver to teach philosophy at 
Capilano College.  

 
� 

 
George Stanley was kicking around Vancouver working at various odd jobs – primarily as 
writer for The Straight and as a warehouse man, until he too got hired at Northwest College to 
teach English.  I think Stan and George’s reputations - and what I initially sensed as aloofness 
– was because I was somewhat intimidated by their incredible writing and intellect. To use the 
argot: They were heavies! Whatever sense I had of them then was altered when they came north. 
I imagine that there weren’t many with similar minds and backgrounds to talk to in Terrace, 
but a few of us in Prince George, who did read the San Francisco poets and admired George 
and Stan’s work, invited them to read at the college in Prince George, talk, party, and hang 
out. How could I ignore these extraordinary “Americans in Terrace”, as I called them, being 
in such close proximity.  I sensed then that we were all bound by an abrasive but generative 
northern context that defined our activity as writers. 
 
George and I, in particular, became non-stop ontological talkers over many years and beers in 
Prince George, New York, Terrace and Vancouver - and immediately began to share our 
sense of luck as poets in the boonies inspired to write out of its intense reality.  And in those 
many times in various bars talking poetry, we would blurt out in gleeful agreement with  
exclamations such as:  “poets can’t write!” or, “I miss Prince George even when I’m here.!”  
Then, another round, as the talk goes on and on....  
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I also remember that someone commented that George’s chapbook Mountains and Air – a 
sequence describing his flights to teach in remote communities – “was about nothing.” He 
said:  “you’re absolutely right!”  George has a quick and disarming mind that can reverse in a 
second what you think you know – a kind of poetic dismantling process that cracks open the 
most seemingly mundane elements of living - like returning a broken vacuum cleaner, a bus 
ride to work on the North shore, a lonely drink in Calgary, Moscow, or Prince George – these 
poems of surprise and depth that reveal his great mind and heart in the world. 
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George Stanley and Louis Zukovsky on the corner of Cranberry and Fulton ... 
 
The day when poet David Phillips, artist Gerry Pethick, and writer Arthur Speigleman and I 
visited William Carlos William’s house in New Jersey, I picked a lilac sprig from a tree in the 
side yard near the “Doctor’s Entrance”. Arthur took our picture before we walked down 
Ridge Road to a small neighborhood bar for a beer.  I asked the bar girl if she knew of the 
famous poet who had lived just down the block.  I can’t blame her answer of “I dunno?”   
There are no stone markers or plaques in the neighborhood to recognize him, and I doubt that 
he was studied much in the Rutherford schools as the town’s famous local poet.   
 
Apropos, I remember a story George Stanley told me about a walk through Brooklyn with 
Brooklyn poet Louis Zukovsky.  They stopped to read a very small commemorative brass 
plaque on the side of a building where Walt Whitman set type for his first edition of Leaves of 
Grass.  Zukovsky remarked to George:  “If they did this to recognize Walt Whitman, think of 
what they’ll do for us!” Such it was that two great poets could share a sardonic smile and pass 
by Walt Whitman’s ghost on the corner of Cranberry and Fulton Street in Brooklyn.  
 
 

 



Prince George (Part 1) 
 
                                         for George Stanley 
 
 
a man in himself is 
a city - 
 
beleaguered/belied      the entrance (himself, 
         
    he enters  
 
 canyons  
     in Hade's hot air  
 
. 
 
  memory of that travel 
 fear   to a sense of life ahead:  the literal city 
 
busted out  -  clearing forests/ water/ air 
     
not form but    what  
 
shapes        
 
            the city     a body 
to  its 
       soul  -   
 
. 
 
down 
town tribes -  
 
in their source of  
detachment, begin to be 
themselves again -  hunt/ 
 
history, the millennial weight: no clear stream/or abode  
exists: 
                  these  bulldozed souls  
 
no pity or remorse   to equal what’s imagined 
 
handouts on 3rd/ the giveaway suits 
that clothe them.   
 



oh forest, oh bear - vestigial illumination / the  
grins    
          
            in simple light 
 
they see  
 
. 
 
what do we see  so clearly in its lack 
 
to see  without image / articulation     - a reason 
 
malls fill/downtown empties /history (capital  frontier 
without  human hope:  this is the end, we sing ( crows peck puke, buckles in the side 
walk/holes of asphalt, piles of blood 
 
. 
 
the man, the city - what parts in  
the metaphor, this  way of dreaming - is the heart a down 
town / 69: the routes (bakery, bread, meat 
balls, a pickle and up 4th to 
the Astoria ( beer - to the Bay, the Northern, Wally West, I.B. Guest & 
down to the corner - 2nd & George, the Canada, the blues,  
beer,  
            the sense of here/not here - this want of places to  
be, enter  &  make  
                                   sagacious. 
 
. 
 
libraries are for loafers 
 
no blame to local realities.  nothing in the way of what doesn't exist,  
in the simple   mercantile presumptions 
 
the smell of money  - the brushcut hero who could make it 
 
the local ethos  up 
before the rest    went to bed   /   with his bulldozer.   
 
 and in a dream of this world woke to 
 
         every one/every thing:    fuck  or be fucked 
 
. 
 



man a city:  the female forest -  
 
to imagine the hard/the soft (winter, cycles to summer spring & fall 
bleeding  to the genderless human want of tenderness. 
 
root hog or die 
 
when a city becomes its coldest hearts 
we live in the illusion of its habitat:   
 
the invisible/visible:  the city you see/ did good in 
 
becomes an old cliché in the toxic mill cloud that fills the bowl 
and drifts with the winds - a swirl of stink in the citizenry /penetrates the corpus while the 
corporate, that most visible as the source, least accounted for in the non-existent public 
square. 
 
I can't breathe 
 
a man must speak, to the threat dismissed, diminished, 
coerced by need and want  
to sing :  they think they 
do me   no harm. 
 
. 
 
the they.  the who, the us in the disintegrated 
       disintegration - nothing can be known; its own hopeless 
statement - the north /everywhere ( but not revealed - 
 
in this   what?  will we only know the hot day in mid 
July 69 into the stink, the heat, the Fraser 
bridge / 57 Plymouth packed,  
   
 I want to go back 
 
to what humans imagine a version:  here / the beer 
& coming out of the Barn into that heavy light decide,  
that moment, to stay. 
 
the apt/penthouse - top floor Trojan Manor $300.00  
 
where do you think you're going? don’t want   youse types here.   
 
moved to 1902 Queensway across   from Marty’s ( shack - 100 a month ( now    Assman's 
funeral  
 
home -   



 
the city: a world  
 
you entered - :  sensed body parts 
missing in the civic need the forces disallow - & that called specious 
 
what saves us - a  clarity / conditions born of fog/ 
suspicion  
 
the love  and hate of uneasy 
marriage (man/woman - a city unto themselves 
 
. 
 
what is the source of this thinking?  ambiguity, contradiction  
power, that hidden, conspiracies, pushed 
buttons and cliché, until our bodies demotion to banishment.   
 
a shit hole. 
 
. 
 
when are you going  to write something good 
 
. 
 
its activity is also its own resistance: what 
to say:  what subject, or image - what body part contain 
 
the life /  what weakness is strength when 
 
the whole body vomits in nadir (the weakest 
now culled  once defined:  a man vomits 
 
in shame that now the city can not be made 
 
this rotten  dark  soul, a man 
a metaphor, a language convinced of its own rhetoric easily believed (men (the city) its self / 
fooled 
by little stakes/little power ( that those governed  
men will thrust their outlines - will sacrifice the rest.  will 
save themselves 
 
others (those sickest 
 
grin 
 



at any scheme sabotaged by its own impossibility - know the inventors require such false faith 
and fear  
 
. 
 
the city exists / knows itself/ cannot change 
 
easily 
 
oh corpus of belched noxious gas   
oh corpus of the fruitless/oh corpus of malignment oh 
generous corpus of the material world oh 
industrial corpus behind the corpus oh corpus of the beautiful 
& gentle wind oh corpus in our misaligned prayer oh corpus 
of promise and care  
 
oh grid of light, muscled male 
 
. 
 
stomp the tourists head into the walk - that part psycho 
path - the city staggers in a hoedown dance/wild 
in iconic illusion of how it sees itself - dressed 
to kill any thing in sight 
 
. 
 
arms of the suburbs to father illusion: conglomerate homo unity:  turns place / 
to no place / same place 
to exist only in our attempt to define it  
 
. 
 
(off Queensway embarrassment, then disgust - teen hookers to cross through   
 
the riven world displayed by its line between:  us  
and them  
 
little girls, the man, a city - /homeless  
 
 
. 
 
why did you stay?     
 
 
the density of context peeled was revealed to a momentary 
sense of simplicity, that it could be known, and therefore, the man 



could  know himself, being a city: unto himself, - its maps and routes, the air it breathed, 
capacious unbalance to imply the need for its 
opposite:  nothing to go on - knowledge without proof /its energy. 
 
to work 
a language in its attempt to equal 
the anxious swirl in an angular world of charts, graphs - the 
gizmoed patter claimed & believed as real - that any power required 
subservience to its whacko notions, be revealed as public sense:  not 
agreement, but truth of ones condition faced:  bloody head in its 
second of consciousness under the killer’s boot -  in metaphoric 
drama 
 
be allowed to live.    
 
. 
 
in the city:  Nechako, Fraser 
    Husky, Canfor, PG Pulp, Northwood, Intercon, Lakeland, CN,                         
city core  
 
     body is thought 
 
thru parking  lot,  plumes   
 / trees,  
  / polis / man   
 
            . 
 
 

 
 

Barry McKinnon 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

The Gorse/Tatlow Series with David Phillips 
 
In 1985 I had an educational leave and moved to Vancouver for a year.  While my wife Joy attended Simon 
Fraser University, I worked on several projects: Poets and Print: talks with 10 British Columbia poet/publishers 
published as an issue of Open Letter. (Seventh Series, Nos. 2-3: Summer Fall 1988), The Pulp Mill, an 
Anthology of Prince George Writing for Repository Press, and an ongoing sequence of poems. My friend, the 
poet David Phillips, lived on Tatlow St. in North Vancouver.  Over beers at the Railway Club – we’d meet 
there for “office hours” almost every Saturday afternoon for 8 months - decided to combine Gorse Press 
with his Tatlow House imprint (with its one notable and important BC poetry anthology: The Body, 1979).  
We decided to print a series of cheaply produced chapbooks.  We each had manuscripts of our own, but 
also wanted to print small books by a few writers we knew, respected, and who were proximate. Over the 
winter and spring we managed to print 4 titles in the series: a manuscript by David, Billy Little 
(Zonko), myself, and George Stanley. We discussed an overall design format for the Gorse/Tatlow 
series and settled for what was simple and manageable: a standard   8 1/2” x 11” text page, typed on my 
daisy wheel electric typewriter, and then Xeroxed and stapled into editions of 100 copies or so. We always 
claimed a neat run of 126 copies on the credits page for precious, if not slightly pretentious/satirical 
reasons, so that 26 copies could be signed, lettered or numbered by the authors.  Very few ever were. I 
letterpressed the covers on 11” x 17” cover stock (folded in the centre) using an 18 or 24 point Kabel or 
Garamond for the chapbook title and writer’s name.  

	

																																																	Gorse/Tatlow	House	Press:		Series	One,	1985	

	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	



 

 

 

Little, 
Billy 

(Zonko).  

Funny / 
Quel 

Marrant. 
Prince 

. 



* 

As	is	the	

case	

with	
much	of	my	

printing,	it	was	



cheaper	to	buy	cover	stock		



• Beyond Love (San Francisco: Dariel Press, 1968) 
• You (Poems 1957-67) (Vancouver: New Star Books, 1974) 
• The Stick: Poems, 1969-73 (Vancouver: Talonbooks, 1974) 
• Opening Day (Lantsville BC: Oolichan Books, 1983) 
• Gentle Northern Summer (Vancouver: New Star Books, 1995) 
• At Andy's (Vancouver: New Star Books, 2000) 
• A Tall, Serious Girl: Selected Poems 1957-2000 (Jamestown, RI: Qua Books, 2003) 
• Vancouver: A Poem (Vancouver: New Star Books, 2008) 
• After Desire (Vancouver, New Star Books: 2013) 
• North of California St.: Selected Poems (Vancouver: New Star Books, 2014 
• West Broadway (Vancouver: New Star Books, 2018) 
 
 

	


